The El Arraiche mud volcano field at the Moroccan Atlantic slope, Gulf of Cadiz
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Abstract

The El Arraiche field is a new mud volcano field discovered near the Moroccan shelf edge in the Gulf of Cadiz that consists of 8 mud volcanoes in water depths from 200 to 700 m. The largest mud volcano in the field (Al Idrissi mud volcano) is 255 m high and 5.4 km wide. The cluster was discovered during a survey with the RV Belgica and studied further during Leg 2 of the TTR 12 survey onboard the R/V Prof Logachev. The 2002 surveys yielded detailed multibeam bathymetry over a 700 km² study area, dense grids of high-resolution seismic data, deep-tow sub bottom profiles, sidescan sonar mosaics over the major structures. Selected video imagery lines, video guided grab samples, dredge samples, gravity cores, and box cores were collected for groundtruthing purposes. Eight mud volcanoes in water depths from 200 to 700 m cluster around two, sub-parallel anticlines and associated active extensional faults. Rock clasts and regional seismic data locate the El Arraiche field over a Late Miocene–Pliocene extensional basin. The onset of mud volcanic activity is estimated at about 2.4 Ma and probably roots in the Cretaceous–Miocene accretionary wedge. Stacked outflows are visible up to a depth of about 500 m below the sea floor. The occurrence of long-lived mud volcanoes bear witness to continued overpressure generation at depth, either by in situ oil and gas generation or by focussed flow and accumulation in the area. Geochemical analyses of pore water from cores demonstrate the presence of thermogenic hydrocarbon processes. The activity of the mud volcanoes is indicated by the thickness of hemi-pelagic sediments covering extruded mud breccia, the
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occurrence of seep-typical fauna, the degree of mixing between thermogenic and biogenic hydrocarbon processes, or the depth to the base of the sulphate reduction zone. Given its structural setting and the evidence of thermogenic and biogenic hydrocarbons, the area has promising hydrocarbon potential but remains untested.
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1. Introduction

Since the first mud volcano was discovered in the Gulf of Cadiz in 1999 (Gardner, 2000, 2001), 30 or more mud volcanoes were identified in the span of three years (Pinheiro et al., 2002; Somoza et al., 2003), together with vast fields of hydrocarbon-derived pockmarks and other features related to fluid escape (Barazza and Ercilla, 1996). As such, the Gulf of Cadiz (Fig. 1) has, in a very short time, become one of the prime targets to study these submarine features and the associated sedimentary, biological and biochemical processes.

In May 2002 a new mud volcano cluster was discovered (Fig. 2) near the Moroccan shelf edge offshore of the city of Larache during a survey with RV Belgica and studied further during Leg 2 of the TTR 12 survey on board of RV Prof Logachev. The El Arraiche mud volcano cluster (Fig. 2) consists of 8 mud volcanoes in water depths from 200 to 700 m. The largest mud volcano in the field (Al Idrissi mud volcano) is 255 m high and 5.4 km wide and the smallest mud volcanoes (Lazarillo de Tormes and Don Quichote mud volcanoes) are only 500 m wide and 25 m high. The surveys yielded detailed multibeam bathymetry over the entire area, dense grids of high-resolution seismic
data, a few very high-resolution deep-towed sub-bottom profiles, side scan sonar data over the major structures, selected video imagery, video guided grab samples, dredge samples and gravity cores. Integration of data sets allows studying these long-lived mud volcanoes in detail, and moreover, macro as well as micro level studies over selected places from the regional scales down to microscopic scales.

Mud volcanoes in the Gulf of Cadiz are closely associated with accretionary wedge-type setting related to the convergence of the African and Eurasian plate boundaries and gravitational thin-skinned tectonics over a Triassic salt decollement, also commonly known as the olistostrome unit (Somoza et al., 2003). The newly discovered El Arraiache field is part of a larger cluster of mud volcanoes (the Spanish Moroccan Field, Gardner, 2001) that lies within the accretionary realm but outside the active olistostrome units (Gutscher et al., 2002). One of the most important structures is the large olistostrome complex (or allochthonous nappes) that were emplaced in the Tor-}
posed on relict Miocene thrust anticlines (Maldonado et al., 1999) or Triassic salt diapir structures (Berástegui et al., 1998; Somoza et al., 2003).

All mud volcanoes and other fluid escape features have been found within the realm of the accretionary prism units. They cluster in several mud volcano fields (Somoza et al., 2003, Fig. 1): the Guadalquivir Diapir Ridge (GDR) mud volcano field is located at the north-western side of the Guadalquivir Ridge at the margin of the Tortonian olistostrome unit and at the main thrust belt in this area. It is a dense field with 11 identified mud volcanoes, mud cones and large fluid escape structures in water depths from 380 to 1560 m (Somoza et al., 2003). The term “mud cone” refers to conical shaped hills without proof of mud breccia (Somoza et al., 2003) but is further used here to indicate the mud volcanic hill. The largest structure, the Lolita mud cone, occurs in a water depth of 1560 m and is 316 m high and 5.7 km wide. The Tasyo mud volcano field is separated from the GDR mud volcano field by the Cadiz undercurrent channel. It lies over the north-central part of the main olistostrome unit and consists of 8 mud volcanoes or mud cones amidst many other unidentified circular sea floor structures. The largest structure, the Faro mud volcano, is 190 m high and 2.6 km wide and set in a water depth of 795 m. The Deep Portuguese Margin (DPM) mud volcano field occupies the distal part of the main olistostrome unit in water depths between about 2 to 3.2 km. Only three mud volcanoes have been discovered in this large area but many other features that resemble mud volcanoes or mud cones still need to be studied. The largest in this mud volcano field is probably the Bonjardim mud volcano that was encountered in a water depth of about 3060 m. It is about 100 m high and about 1 km in diameter (Pinheiro et al., 2002).

The Spanish-Moroccan (SPM) mud volcano field lies within the “Triassic Diapiric” structural zone (Somoza et al., 2003), south of the main olistostrome unit, in a water depth of about 600 to 1200 m. The largest structure in this area is probably the Ginsburg mud volcano that is over 200 m high and about 4 km in diameter in a water depth of about 1200 m (Gardner, 2000, 2001).

The El Arraiche mud volcano field is located at the south-eastern continuation of the Spanish-Moroccan mud volcano field, offshore the city of Larache. The mud volcano field is located within the accretionary prism structure but outside the realm of the main olistostrome units. Exploration well LAR-1 is located about 8 km east of the study area.

3. Data

The multibeam survey on board R/V Belgica used a Kongsberg EM 1002, extended with a deep water module. Maximum sailing speed was 6 knots, with a swath width of 750 m in shallow water (<500 m) and 500 m in deep water. The acquired data was corrected and cleaned with the Kongsberg packages Merlin and Neptune. The footprint at 400 m is $15 \times 15$ m. In total 700 km$^2$ was covered.

A total of 62 high-resolution seismic profiles (Fig. 3) were acquired in three dense grids with a line spacing of about 1 km centred on the Mercator, Al Idrissi and Gemini mud volcanoes. The seismic acquisition used a SIG sparker (80 electrodes) with an energy of 500 J and a SIG surface single channel streamer. In some cases a water gun (15 in.$^3$) or a GI-gun (SODERA 35 in.$^3$ generator and 35 in.$^3$ injector) were used. Along 5 lines the IFREMER deep-tow Chirp source (650–2000 Hz) was tested with the IFREMER deep-tow 2-channel streamer (of which only one channel was used during this campaign), with excellent results in terms of penetration and resolution. Seismic profiles were digitally recorded using the Elics Delph system. Data processing (swell-filter, band pass filter, deconvolution and signal amplification) used the Landmark Promax processing software. Interpretation and mapping was done using Seismic Microsystems’ Kingdom Suite.

During the TTR 12 survey side scan sonar imagery over the main features (Fig. 3) was acquired using the deep-towed hydro–acoustic complex Mak-1, with an operating frequency of 30 kHz, and a sub bottom profiler operating at 5 kHz. The Vernadsky Ridge, the deeper part of the Renard Ridge and the Mercator mud volcano were surveyed with one sidescan sonar line each, Al Idrissi and Gemini mud volcanoes and the upper Renard Ridge were each covered by a mosaic of three lines. Based on the side scan sonar data, 6 transects were chosen for a deep-towed TV-line, for a total of 15 h. Based on the TV-lines, TV-guided grab samples were taken (Fig. 3). Dredge samples of mud breccia at the sea floor were taken on Mercator and Al
Idrissi mud volcanoes. In the craters of the main mud volcanoes (Mercator, Al Idrissi, Gemini, and Fiuza) the subsurface was sampled by gravity cores. Four additional box cores are also available from the R/V Belgica survey. The technical details of the equipment and core analysis strategies during TTR12 survey are listed in the cruise report Kenyon et al. (2003). Geochemical sampling was performed on all gravity cores within the El Arraiche mud volcano field at irregular intervals of about 10 to 30 cm, depending on the lithology. Geochemical sampling and analysis procedures are described by De Mol et al. (1998) and Stadnitskaia et al. (2002). This paper uses measurements of methane concentrations and the ratio between methane concentration and the concentration in high hydrocarbons ($C_1/C_2+$).

4. Data description and interpretation

The El Arraiche mud volcano field (Fig. 2) consists of at least 8 mud volcanoes of varying size that are clustered around two sub-parallel sea floor ridges, the Vernadsky and Renard ridges, both with steep fault escarpments. The ridges rise up in water depths of about 700 m and stretch to the shelf edge. Most mud volcanoes occur on top of the Renard ridge (Lazarillo de Tormes mud volcano, Gemini mud volcano, Don Quichote mud volcano and Fiuza mud volcano). The Kidd mud volcano is situated on top of the Vernadsky Ridge. Isolated mud volcanoes occur between the ridges (Adamastor mud volcano, Mercator mud volcano, Al Idrissi mud volcano).
Fig. 4. General high-resolution seismic line (sparker source) over Al Idrissi, Fiúza and Gemini mud volcanoes. The mud volcanoes are characterized by a reflection-free seismic facies that shows stacked outflow lenses within a stratified series of hemi-pelagic sediments above a regional unconformity. The inset shows a detail of interfingering mud flows that accumulate in moats at the base of the Fiúza mud volcano cone.

Fig. 5. Time-structure map of the basal unconformity (Fig. 4) mapped on basis of the high-resolution seismic data. The age of the basal unconformity is estimated 2.4 Ma, an upper estimate for the onset of mud volcanism. Indicated abbreviations are AI=Al Idrissi, M=Mercator, G=Gemini, F=Fiúza, DQ=Don Quijote, LdT=Lazarillo de Tormes, PD=Pen Duick escarpment. Contouring is in milliseconds TWT below sea level.
Table 1
General morphological characteristics of the main mud volcanoes of the El Arraiche field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Water depth top (m)</th>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Slope Width base (km)</th>
<th>Width top (km)</th>
<th>Overall angle (°)</th>
<th>Crater Max depth (m)</th>
<th>Slope Height (m)</th>
<th>Diameter (km)</th>
<th>Moat Max depth (m)</th>
<th>Radius (km)</th>
<th>Quadrant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al Idrissi</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>111–255</td>
<td>4.3–5.4</td>
<td>1.2–1.5</td>
<td>5–8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14–42</td>
<td>1.9–2.3</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>51–141</td>
<td>2.45–1.82</td>
<td>0.98–1.1</td>
<td>5.5–10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22–38</td>
<td>0.65–0.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini W</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>170–252</td>
<td>4.1–2.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.5–8.5</td>
<td>No crater</td>
<td>23–27</td>
<td>0.52–0.87</td>
<td>1.5–1.9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini E</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>117–169</td>
<td>4.1–2.3</td>
<td>0.95–1.3</td>
<td>5–10.5</td>
<td>No crater</td>
<td>13–23</td>
<td>0.7–0.87</td>
<td>0.95–1.25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiúza</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>97–143</td>
<td>2.9–2.1</td>
<td>0.75–0.8</td>
<td>6–10</td>
<td>No crater</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.5–0.7</td>
<td>1.1–1.6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mud volcanoes stand out as conical hills on the sea floor with varying slope profiles (Van Rensbergen et al., 2005), mud breccia deposits were found at their top. On the seismic data, the mud volcanoes are characterized by a reflection-free seismic facies that shows stacked outflow lenses within a stratified series of hemi-pelagic sediments above a regional unconformity (Fig. 4). This basal unconformity is mapped in Fig. 5 and is used to document the structural setting of the mud volcanoes. The following paragraphs will describe each of the mud volcanoes. Statistical and descriptive information on the mud volcanoes can be found in Table 1.

4.1. Al Idrissi mud volcano

Al Idrissi mud volcano is the largest and shallowest mud volcano in the field, situated just below the shelf edge in water depths of about 420 m (Fig. 2). It appears to be located on a westward plunging anticline (Fig. 5), visible in the bathymetry and on seismic data at the eastern side of the Al Idrissi mud volcano but almost entirely disappears at its western side. Deep moats at the base occur at the northern and southern side of the mud cone but they are absent over the plunging anticline at the western and eastern sides. The mud volcano is 225 m high, up to 5.4 km wide at its base and 1.5 km wide at the top (Table 1). It is almost circular at the base and has an eye-shaped crater at the top. The crater is up to 17 m deep at the western side, the eastern part is occupied by a central dome-shaped elevation, maximum 42 m above the crater floor. The flanks of the mud volcano are dominated by down slope mud flows. On the side scan sonar mosaic (Fig. 6), mud flows have an even texture but return high backscatter in contrast to the pelagic slope sediments. Backscatter contrast is lower on the southern and eastern flanks probably where pelagic sediments drape the mud extrusions. Core 411G (Fig. 7) and box cores B1 and B2 at the top and at the northern flank of the central dome reveal a sandy layer at the surface of 3–5 cm thick with a sharp and irregular limit separating it from a mud breccia. In core 411G (Fig. 7) this mud breccia is a stiff structureless clay with claystone clasts up to 1 cm. The small clasts encountered at the central dome is in contrast with rock clasts found at the crater floor. Here, up to 0.5 m large rocks were dredged. They are mainly of Upper Miocene and Pliocene age and composed of coarse to fine grained sandstones and siltstones, some with biodetritus in a calcite cement (Akhmanov et al., 2002).

4.2. Mercator mud volcano

The Mercator mud volcano is set at the southern flank of the Vernadsky Ridge within a 2 km wide, N–S oriented, collapse zone. This collapse zone is L-shaped and turns 90 degrees west, north of the Mercator mud volcano (Figs. 2 and 5). The mud volcano is an asymmetric mud volcano (Fig. 8) with a moat along its southern and western side. It is 141 m high at the southern side, 90 m high at the northern side and only 51 m high at its eastern side (Table 1). It has a maximum diameter of 2.45 km at the base and 1.1 km at its top. Side scan sonar data show a semi-concentric pattern related to the fronts of mud flow lobes, rather
than a radial outward mud flow pattern. A 2 m deep rimmed crater occurs at the northern side but is absent at the southern side. The top of the mud volcano consists of a crater and a 38 m high central dome. Solitary blocks (10 cm in diameter) occur. Core 408 (Fig. 7) yielded a grey, structureless, slightly silty clay with claystone clasts, covered by 8 cm of oxidized marl. The seismic data (Fig. 9) show a smaller buried structure, interpreted as a buried mud volcano occurs south of Mercator mud volcano within the same collapse zone.

4.3. Gemini mud volcano

The Gemini mud volcano occurs south of the large fault escarpments at the sea floor that bound the southern flank of the Renard Ridge (Fig. 2). It consists of two mud volcanoes in one large oval-shaped mud cone (Fig. 10). The entire mud volcano is up to 252 m high, 4.1 km long to 2.3 km wide at the base, the maximum diameter at the top of the eastern part (Gemini East) is 1.3 km and the maximum diameter of the western part (Gemini West) is 0.9 km (Table 1). The summits of both Gemini East and Gemini West consist of a flat crater area with a central dome of respectively 23 and 27 m above the flat crater area. Core 404G at the eastern summit (Fig. 7) reveals 12 cm of bio-turbated marl (hemi-pelagic mud), on top of different layers of mud breccia. Another marl layer with a thickness of 4 cm occurs at 32 cm depth. The mud breccia is gray and very gas-saturated, with randomly distributed rock clasts. At the western summit is no hemi-pelagic sediment. Core 405G (Fig. 7) shows a gray mud breccia with a strong H$_2$S smell. The surface layer (11 cm) is an oxidized, heavily bioturbated mud breccia. Moats are present parallel to the long axis of the mud volcano.

4.4. Other mud volcanoes

Fiuza mud volcano is a smaller mud volcano east of Gemini (Fig. 10). It is located at the western termination of the Renard Ridge and possibly at the southern continuation of the collapse depression that host the Mercator mud volcano but no faults could be traced in either direction to its location. The mud volcano is maximum 143 m high, 2.2 km wide at the base and has a flat top of up to 0.75 km wide with a central dome of 27 m high and maximum 0.7 km wide (Table 1). Core 403G (Fig. 7) at the top of the mud volcano retrieved a
homogeneous mud breccia covered by 12 cm of pelagic marl. A semi-circular moat occurs around the base of the mud volcano. Moats are also prominent at deeper levels on seismic data.

Kidd and Adamastor mud volcanoes have been described earlier by Gardner and Shashkin (2000). Adamastor is 2 km wide at the base and about 160 m high. Kidd is sitting on the edge of a fault escarpment, it is about 4 km wide but its height is difficult to measure (between 60 to 160 m). The smaller Don Quichote and Lazarillo de Tormes mud volcanoes occur at the crest of fault blocks on top of the Renard Ridge. Lazarillo de Tormes mud volcano, is 500 m wide and 25 m high. No cores were taken at these mud volcanoes. In general, both mud volcano setting seem associated with extensional faults at the crest of the Renard Ridge anticline.

4.5. Interpretation

On seismic sections, the mud volcanoes consist of a columnar zone without coherent acoustic information, about the width of the mud volcanic cone (Fig. 4). Large mud flows emerging from this central zone are also free of reflections, but show a sharp transi-
tion to the surrounding sediments. The mud flow deposits are typically lens-shaped, convex at the top and often fill a moat at the base of the mud volcano. In the subsurface, the same pattern returns at several levels bounded by local unconformities (Fig. 4). Stacked outflow lenses produce the typical Christmas-tree morphology of long-lived mud volcanoes, similar to other mud volcanoes in the Gulf of Cadiz (Somoza et al., 2002). On the seismic data only the tips of the largest outflow deposits are visible and probably represent only the largest extrusion events. The lateral dimensions of feeder channel and outflow deposits in the subsurface cannot be measured due to acoustic blanking under almost the entire width of the present-day mud volcano. 3D seismic data in other mud volcanic provinces have demonstrated that the width of the feeder channel is probably much smaller than the zone affected by acoustic blanking or by chaotic reflections (Van Rensbergen et al., 1999).

Moats at the base of mud volcanoes are mostly interpreted as subsidence rims related to volume reduction caused by degassing and sediment removal (Prior et al., 1989; Camerlenghi et al. 1995). However, high-resolution seismic profiles across these moats show the details of a cut-and-fill facies, indicating erosion by currents. Somoza et al. (2002) also suggest that the moats are caused by erosional currents deflected by the mud volcano cone. For the El Arraiche mud volcano field, Van Rensbergen et al. (2005) suggest erosion in combination with subsidence; subsidence rims can be deepened by current or smoothed by sediment fill. The subsidence rims do not evolve into sediment withdrawal synclines but are filled by mud flows and layered hemipelagic sediments and re-appear higher in the section at a slightly different position.

Episodic mud extrusion created vertical columns of remoulded mud up to 500 m below the top of the mud volcanoes. The deepest observed occurrence of mud extrusion deposits is underlain by a regional unconformity. The unconformity, between 450 and 1250 ms TWT (or about 350 and 900 m below sea level), bears witness to a wide-spread erosional event and is the base for a seemingly continuous succession of deep
water sediments. This basal unconformity is interpreted to correspond to an important sea level low stand at 2.4 Ma (Hernández-Molina et al., 2002). This estimated date is well within the age limits obtained by correlation with a near-by industrial well LAR-1 (Flinch et al., 1996), and yields a reasonable sedimentation rate of about 10 cm/ka. The interpreted age (2.4 Ma) of the regional unconformity can be regarded as an upper estimate for the duration of the mud volcano activity in the El Arraiche field.

The time–structure map of this basal unconformity (Fig. 5) shows the structural highs and younger normal faults at the crests. Fault interpretation from the seismic sections is difficult due to the fact that data quality at the mud volcanoes and ridges is not optimal. The bathymetry data show much better the geometry of active faults. Steep escarpments are drawn from sea floor dip maps on the shaded relief map of the study area together with structural information from the seismic data in Fig. 11. Numerous extentional faults create steep escarpments, in places more than 100 m high, with rapidly varying strike. They are interpreted as collapse faults related to the uplift of the anticlines. Also the Vernadsky Ridge and Renard Ridge anticlines are not continuous structures but appear almost as an ‘en-echelon’ succession of curved sections, disrupted by 2–3 km wide NW–SE trending deformation zones. From the seismic data, it appears that these deformation zones are associated with increased subsidence and collapse of the anticlines.

5. Discussion

5.1. Origin of El Arraiche mud volcano field

There is little information about the deep-seated feeder system of the El Arraiche field. High-resolution
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seismic profiles only penetrate the upper 500 m and in this case only image the extrusive part of the mud volcano system. Moreover, the subsurface immediately below the mud volcanoes is almost entirely blanked. Only mud breccia clasts from the mud volcanoes bear witness of the stratigraphy that was traversed by the mud volcano feeder system. Petrographic studies of mud breccia clasts retrieved from Al Idrissi and Mercator mud volcanoes by Akhmanov et al. (2002) situate the mud volcano field over an Upper Miocene–Pliocene sedimentary basin. Smaller limestone clasts indicate that the mud volcano feeder system probably roots in or below Upper Cretaceous–Miocene rocks, similar to the other mud volcano fields in the Gulf of Cadiz (Akhmanov et al., 2002; Ovsyannikov et al., 2003).

Upper Miocene–Pliocene clasts were of exceptionally large size, which indicates the shallow position of Upper Miocene–Pliocene rocks in this area. On basis of the near-by exploration well LAR-1 and its correlation with industrial 2D seismic lines (Flinch, 1993), the top Pliocene and top Miocene at the Al Idrissi mud volcano are estimated to occur respectively at about 150 and 900 m below the sea floor. The base of the Upper Miocene was not encountered in the 2400 m deep LAR-1 drill hole. Hence, the distance of vertical transport of the large blocks ranges from 370 m (the depth to top Pliocene plus the height of the mud volcano) to over a kilometre.

The source of overpressure seems to be, at least partly, related to pore fluid volume expansion during thermogenic gas generation (Barker, 1990). The large mud volcanoes (Al Idrissi, Gemini, Mercator and Fiuza) bears witness of repetitive sediment extrusion and growth since they appeared about 2.4 Ma ago. Gas generation in Mesozoic source rocks and focussed fluid flow along the basal detachment of the accretionary wedge both provide possible sources for sustained and repeated fluid injection into the overburden sediments, probably increased by periods of tectonic compression. Geochemical analysis of gravity cores on the mud volcanoes (Table 2) yielded hydrocarbon gasses from thermogenic origin in the crater of Gemini West and gasses from mixed thermogenic/biogenic in the craters of Fiuza and Gemini East mud volcanoes, the latter was interpreted by Bileva and Blinova (2002) as evidence for a longer period of inactivity. Hydrocarbon gasses with thermogenic signature were also retrieved from Ginsberg mud volcano, down slope of the El Arraiche field (Mazurenko et al., 2002).

5.2. Mud volcano activity

The notion of present-day activity of mud volcanoes depends on whether fluid or sediment expulsion is considered. Both processes occur at mud volcanoes and they are closely related given that fluid flow is the main cause of subsurface sediment mobilisation (see discussion by Van Rensbergen et al., 2003). But both fluid seepage and sediment extrusion activity are difficult to assess and conclusions can diverge as is illustrated below. Table 2 summarizes the indications of mud volcano activity for the main mud volcanoes in the El Arraiche field. The time since the last sediment extrusion is indicated by the thickness of hemi-pelagic sediments that cover mud breccia at the crater. Our observations indicate that most recent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness pelagic drape</th>
<th>Thickness SRZ</th>
<th>Maximum methane concentration</th>
<th>C1/C2+ ratio (average)</th>
<th>Seep fauna</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al Idrissi No 55 cm 564 (ml/l) (at 161 cm) 1700 No seep fauna observed Large flux of biogenic gas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercator 8 cm 0.6 (ml/l) (at 61 cm) – Pogonophora Very low flux</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini east 11 cm 504 (ml/l) (at 153 cm) 888 Pogonophora Low gas flux of mixed origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemini west No 45 cm 875 (ml/l) (at 201 cm) 27 Pogonophora Large flux of mixed origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiuza 12 109 (ml/l) (at 71 cm) 803 No seep fauna observed Moderate gas flux of mixed origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
crater-wide sediment extrusion occurred at Al Idrissi and Gemini West mud volcanoes. At Mercator mud volcano, recent extrusion seems to have occurred only in a narrow zone at the crest of the central dome (Van Rensbergen et al., 2005). The activity of gas seepage can be deduced from the depth of the sulfate reduction zone (SRZ) and by the occurrence of typical seep fauna. Al Idrissi and Gemini West are the most active mud volcanoes; there is no or little pelagic drape, the SRZ is shallowest and the methane concentrations in the sediments are high. It is remarkable that the $C_1/C_2$ ratio at Al Idrissi is typical for biogenic methane whereas Gemini West has $C_1/C_2$, ratio typical for thermogenic methane.

5.3. Structural control on mud volcano occurrences and its implications for hydrocarbon exploration

The Vernadsky Ridge anticline and the anticline below Al Idrissi mud volcano continue into the shelf area where they were mapped by Flinch (1993) on basis of regional seismic lines. Flinch et al. (1996) mapped listric faults over Miocene thrust anticlines that bound large Pliocene extensional basins (Fig. 12). Similar Pliocene extensional basins have been identified on regional seismic lines in the central Gulf of Cadiz (IAM-T3 line in Gracia et al., 2003 and in Medialdea et al., 2004). They formed at the back of the advancing sheets (Medialdea et al., 2004), probably facilitated by the mobilisation of Triassic evaporites and Miocene shales (Maestro et al., 2003).

The structural setting of the El Arraiche field is thus very different from the GDR, Tasyo and DPM mud volcano fields in the Gulf of Cadiz and the geographical division in mud volcano fields also has geological relevance. A generalized line drawing along a NW–SE transect illustrates the structural setting of the different mud volcano fields (Fig. 12). The GDR mud volcano field is located at the north-western margin of the Tortonian olistostome and at the major fold and thrust belt in this area (Gracia et al., 2003). Large thrusts faults are known to focus fluid flow at the base of the accretionary system. These fluids are likely to move upwards along stacked steep inverse faults at the front thrust zone (GDR field) or at thrust anticlines within the olistostome unit (TASYO field en DPM field). At places, mud volcanoes are interpreted to overlie diapirs of Miocene plastic marly clays of the olistostome unit (Maldonado et al., 1999; Somoza et al., 2003). The olistostome unit is densely fractured, thrust anticlines are not continuous and very irregular, hence mud volcano distribution seems random. Pinheiro et al. (2002) indicate that mud volcanoes seemed aligned along a conjugate fault system with NW–SE and NE–SW direction, probably strike-slip faults. In any case, the influence of the intensely deformed allochthonous units on the distribution of mud volcanoes and fluid escape features is dominant. The SPM mud volcano field and the El Arraiche field are located outside the main olistostome unit. Here, most compressional structures are buried below a thick, continuous, Plio–Pleistocene sequence that

---

Fig. 12. General structural cross section of the Gulf of Cadiz showing the main mud volcano fields in their structural setting (based on Gracia et al., 2003; Flinch, 1993).
seals accretionary complex structures of Miocene age (Gracia et al., 2003).

The mud volcanoes seem to be located within extensional fault zones, which facilitate vertical upward fluid and sediment injections. The exact location of the mud volcanoes depends on the local and regional stress directions. Mercator mud volcano, the buried mud volcano south of Mercator mud volcano, and Fiuza mud volcano seem to occur within a NE–SW trending deformation zone. Kidd and Adamastor mud volcanoes, and probably a smaller one just south of Adamastor, also appear to occur within a NE–SW oriented deformation zone, almost parallel to the collapse depression that host the Mercator mud volcano (Fig. 11). Sediment injections will occur along fault sections or fractures perpendicular to the direction of minimum horizontal stress (Tingay et al., 2003). Since the anticlines are most likely compressional structures, sediment injections are expected to occur along fault zones perpendicular to the anticline.

Hydrocarbon exploitation in the Gulf of Cadiz only occurs at the Spanish shelf where Spain’s largest gas field, the Poseidon field, produced more than 500 million Nm$^3$ of natural gas in 2002 (Mineco, 2003). The Moroccan and Portuguese margins are largely under explored, only 5 wildcats were drilled at the Portuguese margin in the Algarve basin (IGM, 2003) and 1 at the Moroccan shelf offshore the city of Larache (ONAREP, 2003). In the entire Gulf of Cadiz only 7 exploration wells were drilled at water depths >200 m. The main hydrocarbon source rock is Early to Middle Jurassic oil and gas prone shale. Oil generation was estimated to occur since Toarcian times (ONAREP, 2003). The most important reservoir rocks are Jurassic reefal build-ups and Cretaceous deltaic sands. In the deep water areas Tertiary turbidites and carbonates are considered to be possible reservoir rocks (ONAREP, 2003). Hydrocarbon exploration in the Gulf of Cadiz is hampered by the intense deformation and nappes emplacement since the Tortonian. Mud volcanoes in the entire Gulf of Cadiz seem to root in Cretaceous to Miocene rocks (Akhmanov et al., 2002), below or within the olistostrome units. Somoza et al. (1999) suggest large possible hydrocarbon accumulations below the salt-floored olistostrome units. In the central part of the Gulf of Cadiz the structural deformation extends up to the sediment surface and controls the distribution of mud volcanoes in the GDR, Tasyo and DPM mud volcano fields. This may indicate a redistribution of hydrocarbon fluids from deeper sources along several fault-controlled pathways through the allochthonous complex. In the SPM and the El Arraiche mud volcanoes fields, most of accretionary wedge thrust anticlines are sealed by a thick Pliocene section and may host considerable hydrocarbon accumulations. The area offshore El Arraiche remains poorly tested for hydrocarbon accumulations but seems to have very good potential.

6. Conclusions

The newly discovered El Arraiche field at the Moroccan Atlantic margin, Gulf of Cadiz, consists of 8 mud volcanoes of varying size and shape just below the Moroccan shelf edge. The largest mud volcano, Al Idrissi mud volcano, is 225 m high and 5.3 km in diameter, the smallest observed mud volcano is only 25 m high and 500 m wide. The mud volcanoes seem to be associated with extensional faults with quickly varying throw and strike that compartmentalize anticlinal ridges. The anticlines can be traced regionally and bound extensional basins that formed during the Late Miocene.

The El Arraiche mud volcano field is part of a larger cluster of mud volcanoes (the Spanish Moroccan Field, Gardner, 2001) that lie within the accretionary realm but outside the active olistostrome units. This distinction is clear on regional seismic lines (Gracia et al., 2003; Medialdea et al., 2004) but it also has bearings on the composition and the size of rock clasts in the mud volcanoes (Akhmanov et al., 2002). As other mud volcanoes in the Gulf of Cadiz (Somoza et al., 2002), the El Arraiche mud volcanoes are long-lived structures thought to be related to the episodic migration of hydrocarbons. Onset of mud volcanic activity in the El Arraiche field is estimated at about 2.4 Ma. Since the Upper Pliocene, episodic expulsion of liquidized sediment created vertical piles of extruded mud of up to 500 m thick.

The occurrence of large mud volcanoes bears witness of continued overpressure generation at depth, either by in situ oil and gas generation or by focussed flow and accumulation in the area. The activity of the mud volcanoes is indicated by the thickness of hemipelagic sediments covering extruded mud breccia, the
occurrence of seep-typical fauna, the degree of mixing between thermogenic and biogenic hydrocarbons, or the depth of the sulphate reduction zone. These indications give variable results. Gemini West and Al Idrissi mud volcanoes are most active, as they lack a hemipelagic sediment drape, feature a shallow sulphate reduction zone, high concentrations of methane, and living Pogonophora worms. The ratio of methane concentration over the concentration of higher homologues gives a biogenic gas source in case of the Al Idrissi mud volcano and a thermogenic signature for the Gemini West crater. The eastern twin crater, Gemini East, was the least active, covered by 12 cm of hemi-pelagic mud. Given its structural setting and the evidence of thermogenic hydrocarbons, the area has promising hydrocarbon potential but remains untested.
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